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CHAPTER ONE
A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY

OF RICHARD STRAUSS

Sensitive to the point of morbidity yet
striding often.with a bearish tread, intellectual
as a Renaissance Venetian yet capable of taking
delight in toy devices, hu~orously light-hearted
yet weighed down by a sense of self-importance,
romantic and cynic, innovator yet traditionalist,
master of the hidden hint yet prone to say the
obvious twice • • • 1

Richard Strauss1s ancestors before the nineteenth cen
tury are lost in German

antiquity~

His mother (a. lesser in

fluence artistically, but of great value in social and econom
terms) was of the pschorr Brewery family, a family of art
patrons who had seen to their daughter's musical training.
His father1s background was at once more plebian and
more provincial than that of his mother.

The grandfather,

Johann Urban Strauss (born 1800), had his way with a young

girl of formidable name, Maria Anna Kunigunda Walter-Richards
at the tender age of twenty-one.

Johann was a policeman in

Parkstein of the Upper Palatinate but soon after his son Fran
was born on February 26, 1822, he deserted the family.

Maria

returned to her father's home and her uncle assumed the care
of the child.

Her father was the Master Watchman of parkstei

and was thus responsible for the town's musical activities,
as had his family for generations •

...

2

Thus it was that Franz Strauss came to be exposed to
music, however humble, early in his life.

As his son would

later recall, his character was shaped by this bitter and un

pleasant childhood. ; He assumed the duties of a nightwatchman
and studied a little Latin.

His unole led him in studies of

guitar, clarinet, and all the brass instruments.

By age nine

he was already giving lessons in a number of instruments and
performing professionally with his older relatives.

All these

experiences conspired to make him, in his sonls words, -quick
tempered, tyrannical, and extremely temperamental-. 2

Franz's studies in these many instruments enabled him
to obtain a position with the music establishment of the Mun
COU!t.

He was appointed court guitarist but he quickly estab

lished himself in another area by rising to the first horn
position in the court orchestra.

In 1845 he applied for citi

zenship from the Bavarian government.

Six years later he

married Elise Sieff end had two children by her.
his family was carried off in a

ch~lera

Unfortunate

epidemic in 1854.

On

Augus,t 29, 186; he -married Josephine Pschorr and on the follow
ing June 11th, his son was born.
Franz Strauss came to'be regarded as the finest horn
·player in Germany (when asked about this reputation, he re
plied:

"I do not prove it; I admit ita;).

He was the player

of choice for the premieres of Pas Rheingold, Q1Q Wal~re, Di
Meistersinger, Parsifal, and Tristan und Isolde (under von
B~low).

The irony of this was that Franz hated Wagner's work

and never lost an opportunity to say just that.

He once quot

:3
-Wagner as saying ·Old Strauss, is an unbearable fellow, but
when he plays his horn one cannot be cross with him."
~ven

gave evidence of fearing his criticism.

Wagner

The story is

told that the composer had the horn solos in the Beckmesser
pantomine of Die Meistersinger played beforehand by Hans
Richter (who premiered the Brahms Horn Trio, Opus 40) lest
Strauss object that the part was unplayable.

Into such a home environment was Richard 'Georg Straus
born.

The family lived at 2 Altheimer Eck which was behind

the Pschorr brewhouse in Munich.

The site _made a deep impre

sion upon the young Strauss and one of the resul ts of this was
that the house became the basis for the setting of an early
~pera.
~our

Feuersnot.

and his first

The boy's musical training began at age
compos~tions

appeared at age six.

His earliest extant work was the Schneiderpolka which
his father notated as Richard played at the keyboard.

The

first work which he notated on his own was the Christmas
Carol written at age seven.

His uncle, George Pschorr, paid

for the publication of Richard's orchestral Festmarsch in Eb
by Breitkopf and H£rtel in 1881 (five years after the work
was composed).

This same march was premiered by the amateur

crchestra "Wilde Gungl" under the baton of Franz Strauss.
-This group played

ma~y

of his early works.

Another WaK which was written within this early pro
tective and supportive circle

of

First String Quartet (1881).

The final movement was based

family and friends was the

upon a theme by Mozart and was dedicated to the Benno Walter

4
Quartet, 'who premiered it on March 16, 1881.
as the surname implies,
ard'a violin teacher.

8

Ber~o

Walter wa

relative of Franz and had been Rich

This same Benno Walter was later the

dedicatee of the Violin Concerto, Opus 8.

Obviously the young composer was highly influenced by
his surroundings.

The greatest early influence was, of cours

his father:
His father, a peppery, opinionated, out
spoken man, was • • • 8. composer who thought that
Wagner was a subversive and that no true music had
been written since Mendelssohn and Schumann • • •
Richard inherited his father's musical instincts • • •
Franz Strauss kept his son on a very conservative
musical diet, ~d the result was apparent in Rich
ardis juvenile compositions. They were skillful, but
they represented the early part of the nineteenth
century. Bichara could have been a touring prodigy
a 18 Mozart. • •

In point of fact,-Franz worshipped Mozart, and Richard

soon adopted the same creed and maintained it for the remain
der of his life:
Anyone who has been in his society during a
good per.formance of a Mozartean masterpiece can vouch
for the sincerity of his worship, at any rate. The
writer remembers his saying once, after he had heard
the Jupiter Symphony with rapt attention: "We can
still all of us learn something from that." In keep
ing'with this is his advice, habitually given to all
very young aspirants w~o come to him with portentous
Symphonic Poems and tell him that Tod ~ Verkl~rung
and the Sympho~ia Domestica have been their models:
lGo home and study Haydn1s Symphonies and then the
Symphonies of Mozart, and come to me again in two
years I time. n 5
The year 1883 proved to be a significant one in his
life.

He traveled to Berlin where he met Hans von Bulow
and
"

became his assistant in Msiningen.

The friendship and advice

of the older musician were invaluable aids to Strauss as he

s
composed and., of course, their relationship started him on a
new second career as a conductor.
flects all this.

Their correspondence re

On December 3, 1883 he wrote von B~low to

thank him for performing his Serenade for Thirteen Winds
(Opus 7):
1 assure you that your kind interest will
spur me on to further effort, further activi ty, 'cmd
'1 only hope that the works which follow may justify
the distinction you, revered Herr von B~low, have
conferred on the nineteen year old composer of the
Wind Serenade. 6
This and other early performances helped spread
Richard's work, first through Germany and then throughout
the Western world.

On December 13, 1884 the New York Phil

harmonic Society under Theodore Thomas gave the world pre
miere (or so the New York Times claimed) of his Symphony

.!n

~7
In 1886 Strauss composed the first important tone

poem of his career, Don Juan, a.nd with it he pointed the way
for dramatic new changes in the development of music.

This

work also marks the end of his student period in composition
and therefore shows a remarkable insight by him into the pro
cess of musical composition.

During the next ten years he

created the major programmatic orchestral works for which he
became famous as a musical revolutionary.
Tod und

Verkl~rung

(1889),

1111

These works include

Eulenspiegel's lustige Streiche

(1895), Also sprach Zarathustra (1896), Don Quixote (1897),
and

~

Heldenleben (1898).

They demonstrate that he was no

longer satisfied with the anti-Wagnerian and backward-looking
musical philosophy which he had espoused with his father and

6
had come to admire and study Wagner.

This was largely due to

the influence of Alexander Ritter (a violinist in Munich and
friend of his father) and was later nurtured by von Balow
himself.

It must be mentioned for clarity's sake that he was

not turning his back on Mozart but rather expanding his per
ception of the progress of music.

The quotation cited earlie

should remind the reader that Strauss maintained a life-long
love and respect for the work of Mozart.
His father was, needless to say, less than pleased by
this musical about-face.

On February 11, 1884 Franz penned

his protest in a letter:

"Please, my dear Richard, when you

create something new, take care that it be melodic. • • .8
Two years later, on February 2, 1886, Franz gave more compo
sitional advice:
The greatness of a work lies solely in its
simplicity. Thi~k of the ancient Greeks1 That is
not to say that one needs to imitate, but one needs
to train one's thoughts toward noble clear simplicity.9

It is interesting to compare these words with Richard
later commentary on his own writing:
In my own music I find myself continually
leaning toward simplicity and pure melody. The
simpler and clearer, the better. The more compli
cated music becomes, the more unlikely it is to
survive, unless it possesses the true melodic
character. 10

,

"
Because of von Bulow
s help in securing a conducting
post,Richard found himself at this time looking across his
baton at his own father:
When from 1886 to 1889 I first conducted
operas as "Royal Director of Music" in the Court
Theatre at Munich. • .my "father, who was then 65,
still occupied his seat as first horn player as he

7
had done for 45 years, always arriving from a fabu
lous sense of duty one hour before the performance
was due to begin, concerned not only lest he should
bungle his own difficult solo passages in Cosi fan
Tutte, but also worried lest his inexperie~ced son
at the conductor's rostrum should make a blunder. 11
,

In 1889, Strauss was appointed Director of the Berlin
Royal Opera.

From this time until the closing days of World

War II, his primary output both in composition and conducting
"was concerned with music drama.

Virtually every Strauss au

thority affirms that his operatic high points were with Salom

(1906), Elektra (1909), and Der Rosenkavalier (1911).

One

biographer has stated that -if Beethoven's creative life can

be labeled 'discipline, maturity, eccentricity' then Strauss'

can be labelled as 'music, program music, and music drama,.w1
During this music drama period, his international
:stature underwent intense scrutiny:
From 1888, when Don Juan had its premiere,
to 1911 when Der Rosenkavalier was staged, the most
discussed man of European music was Richard Strauss.
His symphonic poems were considered the last word in
shocking modernism and his Salome in 1905 and Elektra
in 1909 caused riots and scandals. 1J

His two American tours (1904 and 1921) firmly established his
place in the repertoire of this hemisphere but also gave a
conservative press (which insisted

th~

true artists must

suffer in every way, especially "financially) the opportunity
to castigate him for his impressive economic success.

Fur

thermore, after Der Rosenkavalier, each new work was adjudged
to be inferior because of his failure to plow new musical
ground (as he had certainly done in the past).

They were de

clared to be merely a potpourri of his amassed compositional

8
and orchestrational technique.s and lacking in creativity and
_innovation.

He was seen to be on a decline and that opinion

of him has remained even to this day, almost thfrty years

after his death.

When Hitler came to power, it was only natural for th
Nazis to call upon Germany·s most famous living composer to
~end

his name to the new order of government.

Thus it was

that in 1933 Strauss allied himself to them by accepting the
.presidency of the Third Reich Music Chamber.
post for two years until the toll of
-and ideological

a~~oyances

He held this

burea~cratic

harassments

(for example, one can easily vis

ualize the problems connected with his having a Jewish libret
tist, Stephan Zweig) led to his resignation.

He lived out th

remainder of World War 11- in Switzerland and suffered the
crowning indignaties of losing his overseas royalties to pay
German reparations and also having to be cleared by a de-naz
fication trial (in which it was demonstrated that he had not
gained by the Nazis having been in power).

The physical damages brought on by the war had a pro
found psychological impact upon Strauss.

In a letter to

Tietjen (the Intendent of the Operas of Breslau and Berlin;
Strauss dedicated Danae to him) he reflected on the bombing
which destroyed the house in which he had been born.

He

remarked that it was not just a matter of personal despair
but also a sign of the destruction of Germany and of German
culture and civilization, particularly German musical life
and history.14

9
_
In March 1945, when most Germans must have
been looking over their shoulders at the possibility
of defeat, Strauss wrote to Gregor in the very nadir
of depression: "Goethe's house, the world's greatest
holy place, destroyed~ My lovely Dresden, Weimar,
~unich, all gonet ft
Ten days later the Vienna State
Opera suffered the same fate. Every opera house in
which Strauss bad lived and worked and enjoyed his
great successes were now heaps of rubble. It was as
if everything he had attempted to achieve in a long
life-long devotion to music had been symbolically
destroyed within a few months~15
Shortly after the war, Strauss was able to return to
his home in Garmisch (in Bavaria).

This town was occupied by

Allied soldiers who spared Strauss from having to evacuate
his home as other Germans had been ordered

~o

do.

Thus he

.was free to receive visitors and to continue composing.

One

visitor at this time was, according to his daughter-in-law,
Alice Strauss, an American private:
Be was from

an ardent music fan and
I remember his saying to
.Papa one day: "You have written so many pieces
for various instruments, but never one for oboe.
Why not?U Papa liked the idea and wrote a little
concerto in three movements soon afterward. 16
1ex~s,

an excellent oboist.

Unfortunately Frau Strauss did not have a perfect mem
ory.

The oboist was John de Lancie who was really a sergeant

in the OSS and later was the first oboist with the Philadel

phia Orchestra in his native Pennsylvania (he was from Pitts
burgh) •
For the remaining few years of his life, Strauss was

occupied with a little conducting, composing, a little recog
nition, and a great deal of time spent in quiet leisure (his
favorite pastime being a card game known as skat).

On Septem

ber 8, 1949 he died of complications stemming from simple old
age.

1

What conclusions can be drawn from these few facts in
this manls life?

First, we know immediately that he was very

much ruled by his family.

His early musical training was at

the hands of close r.elatives and those colleagues of his fa

ther who met his exacting requirements of musical conservatism
Certainly this explains the young.Richard's anti-Wagnerian
vehemence in contrast with his later close association with
~on B~low (and the latter even declared him as the inheritor

of

8

musical dynasty stemming from Wagner).

Another and more

important family consideration is the incredible influence
that his father had upon him.

The philosophical influence of

his father was great but Richard's love and respect are shown
in the works for solo horn which he created and in the mag

nificent writing for horn found in his tone poems and operas.
The solo works include the following:
1'.'

Introduction, Theme, e.nd Variations for Waldhorn
and Piano, Ope 17 {187BT.

2.

IEin Alphorn hor ich schollen u for voice, horn,
and piano, Ope 15, #3 (1878).

3.

IAndante ft from ~~ unfinished sonata (in manu
script) (1888).

In addition to these three early works, there are als
two concertos for horn and orchestra.

These three works just

cited were dedicated to his father and were no doubt performe
by

t~e

8S

late as Der Rosenkavalier we still find the influence of

elder Strauss at home and/or in public recitals.

family ties:aDedicated to my dear kinsfolk, the Pschorr
Family in Munich.·

Even

11

Another important considerCition beyond the family .I2..er

se is the apparent need to be dominated by stronger personali
To trace his life is to find him shifting from one in

ties~

fluence to another c

At first it is his father, then von B0lO1'1

and finally to his wife Pauline de Ahna c

The dominance of the

first has been sho\vu, of the second there is sufficient docu
mentation in their correspondence, and of the latter one quo
tation will serve to show

strauss~

complete

sub~ission.

As

Strauss
approached the th~eshold of his own home, he paused
and wiped his feet carefully upon a small square of
dampened doormat that lay before the door. Advanc
ing a step, he wiped his feet once more, this time
upon a small dry doormat. Stepping across the door
sill he stopped and wiped his feet for a third and
final time upon a small rubber doormat that lay just
inside the door •• ~in that moment I saw, for a
flash, the truth. Here was no Titan or demigod;
before me stood only a married man. 18
A third important characteristic in

Strauss~

composi

tional career is seen in the contrast between his relatively
happy and successful youth and the miseries of his mature
years

0

I t should be remembered that after Der llosenkavalie,r

he was besieged by demands that he· continue into the musical
tt'Jentieth century by providing works· \'lhich would comprise the
logical evolutionary stages after ElektrR o

Though filled

with the Hagnerian heritage of expanding chromaticism, he
was also his father-Is son and so it was that he returned to
the late Romantic style.

This trend in his writings carried

him back 9 eventually, .to the Mozartean-Mendelssohnian style
of his youth e Why would he make this about-face?
for a few hasic reasons:

Perhaps

12
1.

His father's death in 1905 touche0 him deeply.

2.

He had the aforementioned classic-carly-romantic
ideals of his father instilled in him from his
youth.

3.

The wars in Europe shattered his youthful haunts ..
His Germany, his opera houses, and even his
birthplace were all destroyed.

Little wonder, with these events weighing heavily
upon him, that he returned to his earlier musical values by
the same gradual road which had led him to the zenith of
transition from one milieu to another.

In this context, also,

must be seen the comparison of writings listed above on page
six..

Having gone full til t

tO~'l8.rd

s the style as exemplified

in Salome and Elektra, he then wrote of his continual tllean_
ing toV,lard simplici ty. II

Obviously, having been to the ex

treme, he soueht new direction in returning to the clarity

of the late eighteenth century-early nineteenth century style.
This same urge to turn backwards struck other composers at
this time, most notably Stravinsky in his borrowing from
Pergolesi and Hindemith in his rethinking of the Baroque
Preludes and Fugues.
His late works are the same statements of classic
ideals in more recent dress as had been his early ones ..
"•• •and in the 1940's when he was composing his last in
strumental pieces he voiced the Mozartean attitude in
twentieth century terms so eloquently that the gap in time
was completely bridged. u19

Even Der Rosenkavalier can be

seen as the masterwork which mll.rked this shift.

'rhe dif

ference, however, being that the early work in this style

13
1'.raS

a choice made f·or him by famiJy and friends and the late

works are in this style because Strauss made the choice him
self

Q

It is with this understanding that a study of the two
concertos for horn, written at the poles of his compositional
life, reveal most clearly this return..

Though the underlying

basis for style is different, the concertos reveal the bridg
ing of those many years o
There was something over-ripe about it-
the pure reflection of the individual romantic
artist surrounded by the reality of everyday life
in his time. Even in those among his works which
011ce appeared revolutionary, such as "Don Juan II
and "Sa l ome ! l , which represented the musical " prog _
ress ll of their time, his function in musical his
tory is felt to be one of' summing up, of bringing
to a close. When he had carriBd the process of
dissolving traditional harmony to its furthest
limi ts in the dissonances of "Elektra II, he thre'vl
the rudder hard over to change the course of
development .. 20
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CHA,PTER THO

THE FIRST CONCERTO
Is there not a tribute of filial affection
in the horn concerto that bears his eleventh opus
number t as well as a. certain filial self-sacrifice
in thus embodying ideas tha.t are sure in the nature
of things to he buried forever: for Wl-~O ventur.es
to produce concertos for the French horn in these
days,/21
The horn is an instrument which evokes love from its
hearers and mutual sympathy among its players.

Its origins

are found in pre-history wlth the need for communication
over long distances between groups of foragers.

Despite

technological changes over many years, from animal horn and
conch Shell to metal coils, the horn has never completely
lost its connection with the hunt.
is used in hunts to this day.

Indeed, a type of horn

Needless to say, this heritage

has often found its reflection in the types of

~elodies

written for the instrument by many composers o
In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 'the
horn was a valveless instrument whose sounds were limited to
the pitches of the harmonic series.

Until 1753, the horn

players were confined to the first sixteen partials of this
series which included four tones currently regarded as out-of
tune.

Apparently they II/ere not so regarded in the seventeenth

century as the eleventh partial (over a fundamental of C) was

15

16
'I
1'7>,/,·;
1'"
•

used as both F and

In 1753 a horn player in Dresden discovered the con
cept of hand-stopping.

This is a technique of closing the

bell of the horn and thereby adjusting the ,,,,hole harmonic serie
up or"down by a semitone.

By making adjustments between em

bouchure and the degree of bell closing, the hornist was
able to produce a relatively complete scale with the tones
of a variety of timbres aud intensities.

Since only vir

tuoso players coulG overcome the inherent weaknesses of
this system, only the solo works of the composers tend to
use these tones extensively.

In writing for the average

player t these hand.-produced tones were used
straint.

1;d

th great re

For example, the Fifth Symphony of Beethoven re

quires only two stopped. tones.
News of the invention of a valve horn was published
in Leipzig in 1815.

Ha.d this occurred during the 1800-1810

period of Beethovents creative life, it might ha.ve been a
more significant event.
this

developm~nt

horn languished.

Unfortunately, few works utilizing

v,'ere forthcoming very soon and so the valved
Another factor of no small merit was the

natural reluctance of the established hornists to relearn
their craft on what was essentially a new instrument e

A third

reason for the immediate failure of this innovation is the
fact that valves require cylindrical pipes and that the addi
tion of these several inches of non-conical tubing was a com
promise to the ideal timbre of the horn.

17
Beethoven did use the valve horn in two late works:
the Ninth Symphony and the Missa Solemnis.

This helped both

to introduce this improvement to other composers and to
"legitimize~

the use of a valve horn.

This signaled the re

lease of a flood of \lmrks f or valve horn:

the Schumann

Adagio and Allegro and. Concertpiece for Four Horn and Or
chestra, the Rossini operas William Tell and Semiramide, the
Cherubini Sonata in F, and many other \wrks.
operas the horn parts are for valve horn.

For

In some Wagner
example~

Lohengrin requires only valved instruments.
It is interesting to note (in light Of this latter
fact about Wagner) that the Beethoven Ninth Symphony was
premiered with one Joseph Rudolph Lewy (1801 - 1881) on a
valved instrument.

This hornist also played at Wagner's

Dresden premiere in 1846.

He was in the audience at Wagner1s

Bayreuth debut in 1872 when the foundation stones of the
Festival Theatre were laid.

It seems likely that he would

have met Franz Strauss (the Wagnerian hornist of choice)
during these years of association with Wagnerian opera.
The valve horn continued side by side with the hand
horn for most of the nineteenth century, but its obvious ad
vantages in playing technique won over composers and caused
it to assume dominance.
tlon by Hector Berlioz
each instrument.

The· famous Treatise on Instrumenta
(181~4)

At that

contains a separate chapter on

ti~e,

Berlioz was compelled to in

clude a considerable account of the hand horn technique so
that composers could understand best what

v~as

possible on
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the instrument o

However, the editorial notes of Richard

Strauss in his 1911 revision declares much of the material
on the horn to be llobsolete" and

Il

onl y of historical value."

The ultimate development of the horn was the F - Bb double
horn, invented by Friedrich Gumpert in 1890.
clares~

Strauss de

in his Berlioz revision, that most horn players

Utodayll use this F _ Bb double horn. 22
These matters of

~alve

and hand horn shall be re

turned to later in discussing both the first and second con
certos of Strauss e

However, suffice it to say now that Franz

Struss received his training and flourished as a performer
and pedagogue during the period in which both instruments
were in common usage.

This had an impact on his playing;

hut, more important for this study, it had a considerable
influence on the kinds of themes his son Richard wrote for
this instrument.
The First Concerto for Horn and Orchestra in Eb (Opus
11) was written during the winter of 1882-1883.

At this time,

.

Strauss was a student at the University of Munich.

His course

of study there was comprehensive because his father wanted to
ensure that his son would have a hroad education (in the man
ner of the ancient Greeks) and an understanding of and an ap
preciation for disciplines other than music.
Richard was nineteen at this time and, as has been
sho\~,

had written a number of works prior to this.

Even

though this concerto is quite advanced beyond his earlier
works, Strauss soon ahandoned this style for that of the
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"music of the futur:e" ..

Had he not come under the influence

of vlagnerlan apostles about this time, the First Horn Concerto
might have served as a point of departure for mature Norks in
an early Romantic style..

As it is, the Concerto is now seen

as the last of his student works.
The work was dedicated to the composer1s father
(Seinem lieben yater).

Unfortunately, Franz Strauss did not

feel at ease in performing this work.

The First Concerto was

often played by Franz in the family circle but was at the ex
treme of his teclmique.

IIJohanna Strauss • • • wrote~ ••

Dennis Brain that she • • • remembered her father 'struggling
with the solo part, \vhich he found very tiring, even using
the high B flat crook,."23

Evidently the seven high Bb r s

were deemed far too treacherous for a public performance.
The concerto had a number of early performances.

The

first public performance was given in 1883 by Bruno Hayer (a
student of Franz Strauss) in the Tonkunstlerverein.

This

Munich performance was with piano (the reduction probably
made by Richard himself as there exist copies of a piano re
duction by him in his own hand).

The first orchestral per

formance was given by Gustav Leinhos (principal horn of the
Meiningen Orchestra) with von Bulow conducting, on March 4,

1885.

It is possible that von·B~low programmed the work not

only as a favor to the composer but also to spite a Strauss
too timid to play the work in pUblic.
The Dresden premiere was

perfol~ed

who later described Strauss as IIthat

by Oskar Franz

~refitest

of all modern

20

composersu .. 24

It has been said by one writer that Strauss

eventually cha.nged the dedication of the concerto to Franz.
The New York TiT'les states that the First Concerto Has
knmm amI played in New York City from 1884 onward.

This is

hard to believe, however, because the work was not published
until 1886 by the Joseph Ai ble firm in Munich and. it is un
likely that a manuscript copy of a horn concerto by an un
known young composer would have traveled so far so quickly.
Certainly his music was ga,iYJ.ing recogni tion r but even a home
to~m

firm was reluctant to print the music until Strauss had

been conducting professionally for a few years e
In 1885 t the famous horn virtuoso Henri-Adrien-Louis

Kling (1842 - 1918) prepared a revision for horn and piano
which Has eventually published by Brei tkopf and H~.rtel of
Wiesbaden c

The Kling edition is interesting in that it is

said to have contained a number of phrasing changes from
Strauss' original.

No doubt this

l'faS

done to make the score

more playable by nineteenth century soloists t but it did ob
scure the composer's Mozartean model of smooth t fluid line.
Since improved playing technique qUiclcly allowed performers
to do as the composer wished, the Kling edition has become
obsolete.
The Aible firm was purchased by Universal Editions A.
G. (Vienna) in 1904 ·and the new owners brought out a piano
reduction edition of the concerto (U. E. 1039) in 1905 and a
full orchestra edition (U o E. 1592) in 1908 - 1909.

Because

the whereabouts of the original Strauss manuscript are unl{now
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one must assume that the Universal Editions closely foIl ON
the manuscript with which the Aible firm had originally
worked.

The Universal Edition score has been engraved by

the American firm of Kalmus Music Company.

A piano version

is published in America by G. C. Schirmer (Vol. 1888) but
the printing history of this score does not reveal its source.
It is very similar to Strauss' mm piano reduction and it
could well be that his work was the basis of the Schirmer
edition~

The most striking thing about this ebul
lient and amazing work is in Strauss's use of the
same thematic material for the concertots open~r~
and for its third movement, here changed into § time,
a bold and advanced thought. The strong and e~egant
use of the solo instrument and the confident orches~
tration, together with a rejection of sonata form in
the outer movements, all add up to making this by
far the most important and interesting of these ear
ly works. The Violin Concerto of the previous year
cannot match it G 25
The First" Concerto consists of the three tradi tional
movements and is written for a standard orchestra of paired
woodwinds, two horns, two trumpets, and strings.

In terms

of orchestration it is interesting to note that the ensemble
horns are

in Eb while the solo horn is in F.

The solo horn

is obviously intended to be a valve horn, whereas the ensem
ble horn parts are written for hand. horns.

Strauss evidently

realized, or was so advised by his father, that a soloist
would more than likely he familiar with the new technique
and that section horns could not be expected to be able to
do more tha.n the hand horn.

Anotller fac tal' could be the
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composer's desire to maintain the sound of a classical orchestra
by restricting himself to writing hand horn parts.
The first movement boldly avoids sonata. form.
young composer with a conservative upbringing, this
unexpected turn of events.
rondo form.

WRS

an

Instead, the movement is in quasi-

The opening fanfare,

'u

Figure 2-1
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thus serves as a hrash, attention-demanding call from the solo

ist, an introduction to the concerto, and also an announcement
of the A theme of the rondo.

In the first respect it is not

unl il<e the opening of the Piano Concerto No. Five of Beethoven
The orchestra takes up this idea and works with it for the
next twenty-two measures.

The soloist returns with the B

theme, a much more hornistic theme, which begins in this way:
Figure 2-2
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The soloist continues with this for some length.

The orches

tra then has a tutti section based on the A theme before the
soloist returns with the C thematic section.
opens with this assertive idea:

This section
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Figure 2-3
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The second part of the C section has a more develop
mental quali ty and is built upon the rhythmic f.igu_re of a
triplet.

This rhythm permeates the entire concerto and the

upward motion of the pi tches

8-S

found here also reappears in

other places in the concerto.
Figure 2_ 1.}
(A)/e'JIl<.)
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The drive of this rhythm leads to a return of the
pattern from Figure

2-3 which now serves as the final state

ment of the soloist in this movement.

The soloist concludes

this final statement with a cadence formula taken from the
Mozartean compositional style:
Figure 2-5
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The orchestra tal\:es up -the triplet motive, shifts to a short
section which begins with this idea:
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Figure 2-6
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and then concludes the mover,1f:mt wi th a restatement of the A
theme.

Since there is no break between movements, this A

theme is also a transition to the second

move~ent

and there

fore presents the necessary modulatory material needed to
prepare the co~ing key of Ab minor.

In terms of key rela

tionships, this is not a true rondo as new ideas which clear
ly demarcate sections are not always in the "correct" keys;
however, by using other devices, most notably orchestration,
Strauss makes his plan readily apparent.

Of the examples

quoted above, Figures 2-1 and 2-2 are in Eb, Figure 2-3 leads
to a section in Bb, Figure 2-4 begins a section exploring
several keys, and Figures

2-5 and 2-6 are in Bb.

The second movement is in ternary form.

The opening

section (A) is a smaller ternary with the following as the be

ginning of the theme of the "a" section of this small ternSTJr:
Figure 2-7
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'rhis melody evolves into a more astringent theme (lib") ..
This theme begins in the minor

do~lnant

but quickly moves
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through a number of keys which are made possible by the slow
tempo.
Figure 2-8
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Strauss then closes this small ternary with a return to the
opening idea ( lI a ll ) .
At this point, Strauss takes the triplet pattern which
has served as the accompaniment

fig~re

since the beginning of

the movement and transforms it into a driving rhythmic back
ground for the middle section of the

movement~

At the same

time he employs an intricate set of key relationships in or
der to have the middle section appear in the unlikely tonality
of E major.

If the opening a b minor has Cb as its relative

major and that Cb is the enharmonic equivalent of B ma~or,
then it can be seen that the new key has a somewhat sUbdomi
nant quality.

It is also true thRt E is the enharmonic equiv

alent of Fb which is the Neapolitan of the dominant of a b , but
Strauss does not seem to.use the new key in the manner of a
Neapolitan and therefore it seems unlikely that this is his
intention ..
This B section has as its theme a melody which is al
so reminiscent of the B theme (Figure 2-2) in the first move
ment.

It begins as follows:
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~

These four measures occur tWice; however) the material fol
lowing the pitch b at the end of Figure 2-9 is different in
the second statement.

After this short middle section Strauss

returns to a slightly vRried repetition of the A section of
the second movement o

The closing movement has an eight measure introduction
which not only reestablishes the opening key of Eb but also
creates a rhythmic momentum with upward-moving arpeggios in
a triplet pattern.
Rondo in

§ with

Strauss begins what he has labeled a

the following opening idea:

Figure 2-10
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The section based on this A theme lasts for thirty-five mea
sures~

As in the first movement rondo themes, the horn in

troduces the new material each time and its solo work is fol
lowed -by an orchestral tutti.
The second theme is more lyrical and begins as fol
lows:
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Figure 2-11
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This theme is in F major and this part of the B section lasts
for thirty-eight measures.

After this there is enother me

lodic idea which begins by using F as a dominant and maintains
this Bb tonality.

In this way Strauss cleverly modifies the

expected dominant of the B section of the Rondo.

The second

thematic idea contains the ubiquitous triplet figure.

This

triplet idea has been described as a hunting horn motive and
it is used not only connectively (as in this place) but also
thematically (as mentioned earlier in the first movement).
Figure 2-12
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At this point, Strauss makes a four-measure quotation
of the fanfare which opened the concerto.

No doubt this is

to make clear the relationship of the fanfare to the material
found in the last movement.

In this way the cyclic nature of

the concerto is emphasized.

The orchestra then plays a short

tutti section based upon the rondo theme followed. by the solo

horn recapitulating the first theme of the B section, however,
this time it is in the tonic key.
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The rondo theme in solo horn and then orchestra fol
10NS.

This latter tutti leads to a dramatic quasi-cadenza

section which is built upon the same material which appeared
earlier at the end of the first movement in the
tion (see Figure 2-5).

£atetic~

sec

The movement closes with an extended

coda which opens with the following idea:

rn
dt_J J9n1-=-J~r= ~ . .,~_=J

Figure 2-13
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A careful study of the complete theme statements (of
which the above figures are only the opening measures) will
reveal the derivative nature of the Figures 2-2, 2-3. 2-4,
2-6, 2-8, 2-9, 2-10, 2-12, and 2-13 from Figure 2-1.

This

demonstrates a quality often found in Strauss l mature works:
the ability to make a great deal out of very
Dni ty wi thin the concerto is
use of quotations.

al~o

One example, cited

l~ttle.

found in Strauss'S'

above~

is his quota

tion of the opening fanfare in the last movement.

Another is

his use of the £atetico section from the end of the first
movement as a cadenza in the last movement.

A third example,

not mentioned earlier. is his quotation at the end of the
second movement of the opening few notes in the B section of
the same movement.

Here the quotation is disguised by use

of an enharmonic spelling, hut the ear is in no way fooled.
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While there are pages in the teen-a~e works
of Strauss (the first horn conserto, for instance)
which at the diagrammatic harmcmic level, could easi
ly have been written by Mendelssohn, or even, sur
prisingly, by Weber t one needs only a few seconds to
realize that here, for ~ll of the influence of the
early rQrnantic masters, is a wholly original tech
nique o 2J
There is one problem coru1ected with this concerto and
that is in the correct version of measures 271 - 274'of the
last movement.

~ersions

The two

are as follows:

Figure 2-14
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Figure 2-15
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Figure 2-14 comes from the Universal Edition score
and is therefore also in the Kalmus sco;e.

Figure 2-15 is

found in a handwritten piano score of Strauss and is also
in the Schirmer edition cited above.

The problem seems to

revolve around two questions:
1.

If one must choose one or the other version.

which one is correct?
direct claim to the

The Universal Edition seems to have

ori~inal

orchestral score, wtlile the oth

er version is certainly in the composer's
2.

On the other

11:11:(1,

O\~

handwriting.

the handwri tten score contatns
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places where Strauss gives two performance versjons of the
same measure

wj, thout

specifying which is the preferred one

These oBsia passages do not appear in the full score.
possible that Strauss merely wrote in one

altern&~ive

0

Is it
version

and failed to include the other in the measures in question?
Or, cl.id he see some changes as necessary for a non-orchestral
performance?

Or did he actually change his mind as to how

these measures should rea1ly sound?
The resolution of these questions seems impossible at
this point.

The original manuscript appears to be lost and

Strauss is dead.

Even if the former were not the case there

would be an inevitable argument over a former version versus
a later version as there is in the case of some other compos
ers, Bruckner, for example.

It would seem safe to conclude

that either version is valid in performance.
• • .An early example of certainty in
the creetion of fine melody, and it shows a gen
uine sense of form, savouring to the full a feel
ing for the sounds of nature reminiscent of Wever.
The song-like themes are characteristic of the
later ~trauss in their soaring brearrth of concep
tion. 2

21Aldrich, ibid o
22Hector Berlioz, Treatis() on. Ins1:rUJ11pntatiol1, rev ..
RicharCl S trau::;s ~ trans. 'fheocl ore 1;'rOYl t-( New -Y·ork: Kalmus
Music Co., 1948), p. 279. Berlioz wrote his Treatise in
1844 and Strauss made his revision in 1904.
23Norman Del Mp.r, Hj.chard Strauss: a Critical Com
on His l.t[8 and \~orks, Volume One (Ne\'1 York: Mac
Millan Coop 196;:d, pp .. 19 - 20"
m~:mtar'y

240scar Franz, Tne Com-i,lete Hethocl for the French
Horn, trans. Gus tav Saenr::er--rch~ca~~o: Carl F'i sc her, Inc",

31
no date given), p. b. This had to have been written after
190 1} since Franz refers to Strauss t edi tine of the Berlioz
orchestration text (see note 22 above) as "newly revised".
25Jefferson, P. 47.

26 The musical examples in this chapter are drawn from
the orchestral score of the First Concerto as published by
Kalmus Music Companyo
27Herbert Glass, "Richard Strauss on Microgroove,"
High Fidelitx, EeTch 1962, P. 48 ..
28Krause, p. 35 ..

CHAPTER THREE
THE SECOND CONCEliTO

In the last years Strauss turned again to
orchestral composing, though on a small scale~ The
Second Concerto for Horn (in E-flat lllja,jor) can be
considered as a reminiscence of his father o It is
a virtuoso piece for the horn, old-fashioned pretty
music. Mendelssorill might have composed it. 2 9
As noted in Chapter One, Strauss was shattered by the
effects of World Har 11

0

The physical landmarks of his per

sonal and musical life had been, to a large extent, destroyed
and the German culture tJ which he had devoted his life lay
in ruins as Hell.

It is not surprising that he retreated in

to the musical world of his youth, into the memories of his
father, and his early ideals.
He made plans for a tone poem on the Danube Rivero
In this way he could bridge the gap back to his early tone
poem period, as well as borrow an idea
Moldau.
l'wrk.
his

Bedrich Smp.tana1s

~.rom

These plans did not, however, result in a finished
They did serve to, in the words of one author, I!get

cre~tive

powers flowing which started a stream of small

works of an ahstract nature in his old age."3 0

His plans for the Second Horn Concerto were laid long
before the work was completed.

In 1941 he made a series of

groupin,'"!:s of hi s worl\!:; into whFi t he ti tIed

32

II

good programs ..

II
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One of these Ilsts included the following pieces:31
Bourgeois Gentilhomme Suite
Second Horn Concerto
M,acbetl}
Don

~uan

Death §nd J-rensfigurati9n
The Second Horn Concerto, however, did not appear un
til 1942.

In that year Strauss conducted several works by

Mozart at the Salzburg Festival.

This required preparations

which may have rekindled his love fer the earlier master.
Certaihly, the S,econd Sana tlna for }itnds in Eb which appeared
in 1945 is a work reminiscent of Mozart.
dedJ_cation:

It was given the

liTo the divine Mozart at the end. of a life filled

with gratitude.~J2 C~early, Mozart weighed heavily on Strauss l
musical thoughts at this period of his life.
One author has stated that all the late works have a
Mozartean quality.

Phrases such as Itrelaxed, transparent

structure ll , "reduction of the instrumental apparatus H ,
pretentions to be anything but beautifuJ.. and easily
ated music", Nthemes •••• are of a

s~ender

"no

appreci-~

and graceful light

ness, which is a].most Mozartean •.•• stand out from a straight
forward harmonic background and engage in virtuistic (sic)
arabesques ll

,

"

real symphonic development is excluded in favor

of a nai vely .ioyous interplay of themes 11 abound in describing
the late works. 23
Strauss seems to have seen these works in a highly
subjective light.

It is as if the late pieces were therapeu
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tic to him in his old age as writing exercises, or, perhaps,
they are a type of private memoir.

Be did not press for per

formances with the zeal that he did in his younger days.
thought of these las t worl{s as

Ii

He

occasional \'wrl{s 1134 and s ta ted

that they were "without musical-historical significance. H35
At one time he said his main purpose was to IIs pread joyll with
these works o 36
Suddenly, Strauss' found his eightieth
birthday upon him. Torn asunder by fivG years
of a new devastating war, the world had under
gone an enormous trElnsformation~ I.f.ihe dream of
eXistence amid hap~iness, ~eace and beauty was
shattered for the time being •••• Although his
mind was still active, he was not spared the
burdens of old age~ Pain led more and more fre
quently to doubts and resignation ••.• In the
sphere of active work Strauss •••• looked back to
his youth •••• There were also large-scale new
\lwrks, the Second Horn Concert;o.... "I go on
quietly working for myself.~37
The Second Horn Concerto was written in 1942.
peared without dedication, although in
probably in honor of his father.

Strauss~mind

"TaS

it was

The premiere performance

was given in Salzburg on August 11, 1943.
Got tfried von Frei burg who

It ap

The soloist was

acc ompani ed by the Vi enna

Philharmonic Orchestra (of which he was the principal horn).
One source states that the orchestra' was under the direction
of Karl

Bahm; however, the American hornist. Philip Farkas,

spoke \'1i th Herr von

F~ei burg'

in 1957 and he recalls that the

latter said the orchestra was conducted by the cornposer. 38
Since Farkas is relying on twenty years of memory it is pos
sible that he has made a small error in this regard.

It is

highly likely that Strauss was present at the rehearsals, as

35

he evidently gave von Freihurg a series of performance nuances
whlch the horn player later gave to Farkas.

It is also posDi

ble that Freiburg himself did not recall the event accurately.
He played the vwrk on the Vienna horn, which is comparahle to
an American single F horn. an unforgiving instrument.

A tape

was mad.e of this performance and it reveals many missed notes.
Another early performance did not go well either.
The American premiere. given by Anthony Miranda with Thomas
Scherman and the Little Orchestra of New York, was scathingly
panned by critic Virgil Thomson. 39
was both poorly played and

He stated that the work

poorly.conducted~·

This performance

was given in Town Hall (New York City) on October 8, 1948.
The first major American performance (by a well-known
soloist and orchestra) was by James Stagliano with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Eleazar de Carval
ho, at Tanglewood, on August 7, 1949.

This was part of a

series of Strauss' works played that summer to honor him on
the occasion of his eighty-fifth birthday.
The work, which was without opus number, was pub
lished by the Bonn branch of Boosey and Haw]{es.

They pub

lished a piano reduction edition (presumably by Strauss) on

October 6, 1950 and the full orchestral edition on October 17,
1950.

It is above all the music of Strauss's old
age which demonstrates most clearly his ability to
crcHte music of classicRl clarity and perfection of
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form. A certain diminution of his power3 of in
vention seems to have been balanced in these works
(Horn and Oboe Concertos, the two SonatinAS Jor
Winds~ etc.) by an even greater feeling for classi
cal proportions. The themes are not, indeed, so
much "unfolded 11 in t~e clas sical sense as 11 illUEii~
nated ll from different angles. 40
The Second Horn Concerto is scored. for an orchestra
of classical proportions.

It employs paired woodwinds, horns,

and trumpets over a full complement of strings.
pear in the last movement.

Timpani ap

In contrast with the First Con

carto, the ensemble horns here are in F and the Solo Horn is
in Eb.

The former situation is likely based on the same con

sideration as in the earlier work; that is, Strauss put the
ensemble horns into a setting in which they would be most at
ease.

In 1883, that meant hand horn parts and, in 1942, that

meant non-transposing partso
In the latter situation, Strauss may be attempting to
recall the hand horn sound, although the opening four meas
ures alone are not for hand horn.

Strauss was, of course, a

master of horn player psychology, as well as horn orchestra
tion.

He apparently realized_ the impact this mental trans

position would have on the thoughtful performer.
The first movement is a highly eclectic creation.
The opening fanfare in the solo horn (utiliZing bold octave
leaps) is reminiscent of the First Concerto.

Measures 82 _

103 have a highly contrapuntal texture involving solo clari
net, solo horn, solo cello, solo viola, solo oboe, and solo
flute.

Involved in

followinr, idea: 41

t~is

section is a fugal treatment of the
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Figure 3-1
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The first impression the listener has of this section is that

of a concerto grosso, but there may be the intention of a ref
erence to the Classical sinfonia concertante.

At measure 171 there is a brief reference to the hero

ic sounds from previous Strauss Horks, such as Ein Heldenleben
The composer accomplishes this by having a strong restatement
of the opening fanfare in one-half of the orchestra over a C
minor triad in the other half e
Norman del Her has found in this movement sJmilar rem

iniscences of other earlier Strauss works, including Intermezz
Aus Italien, and Der R~£~42 Probably any number of
his other earlier works come to the mind of the informed lis
tener.
During World War II he composed a series
of reflective works mostly for small orchestra 
the Oboe Conc0rto (1946), the Horn Concerto #2
(191~2),. the MetClmc:rnh9sen (191-~5) for tvventy-three
solo str1119"s. 'l'n~r8 Rlso were the Four L;:>,st Son,::!: 7
for sopr-ano and full orchestra. A.bout this -mlJ.sJc
there is Dixed feelings. Sbme listeners find in it
what t 11CY also find in Strauss' last operas - the
final flicker of post-romanticism, the musings of
a great composer in his fUll, v~nerable mastery.
Others dismiss the mUSiC, wit h actual irritation,
as ''Jorks of tremendons ski 11 that 4 repea t pas t
formulae and have nothing to say. j
As in the case-of the First Horn Concerto, the first
movement is not in sonata form.

In this concerto, the first
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movement is a series of alterations between solo sections
and tutti sections which, on first hearing, seem to be the

On

formal makeup of a somewhat rambling creation.
examination the movement is closely knit.
tive
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is not only reminiscent of the opening fanfare in the earlier
concerto but is also the basis of the whole movement.

It oc

curs melodically as in this instance, and as contrapuntal
material, as at mea8ure

54.

There are four other motives used in this movement.
One has already appeared in Figure 3-1.

The other three oc

cur in the following order:
Figure
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, Figure 3-5
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These five ideas are constantly interweaving through
out the movement.

This creates what is probably a derivation

of Theme and Variations.

Strauss made a career of stretching

forms into nearly unrecognizable conditions.

Cecil

S~ith

identified some examples of this technique (as in Bin

has

Held~~

~n, being a huge sonata form).44
There are three Classical references during this con
certo

These are important to note since the sig

movement~

nificance of Mozart and the youthful ideals of the composer
in connection with this particular Hork and period of his
compositional life have been noted above.
The first of these references is in measure

54.

At

this cadence point, Strauss borrows the open fifth sound of
early horn vITiting:
Figure 3-6
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The second reference is 100 measures later o

In this

instance, Strauss uses descending arpeg8ios as his borrowed
materials:
Fiv,ure

3-7
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The problem vii th t hi s quotation is that whi Ie it has the sound
of a cadentiel melodic pattern, it really leads nowhere e

Prob

ably, Strauss wrote this with tongue in cheek e
The last example is another cadential fj_gure in the
Classical style, but it has added significance in that the
same formula was used by Strauss in the same place in his
First Concerto:

at the point where the soloist makes his

final statement before the Coda/Transition into the second
movement (see Figure 2-5).

Here is that reference:

Figure 3-8

{t~~D:frf=l'-:t~~:-_r-~I_~~~-I'.. _-$j[tj ,;; ----- - --.-- -.- _._,.~._s"
This formula is cleverly dismlised by the use of syncopated
chromaticism in the accompanying strings.

It further differs

from his earli0r use of it in the First Concerto in that it
occurs at the end of a

lon~

diminuendo; this usage is in stark

contrast to the exalting ,triurnph of the First Concerto, first
movernent'o
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The second movement is a very clear-cut ABA form and
its 72 measures form a very concise musical statement.
opening A section 1s in two parts:

The

an opening statement of

the theme i.n the orchestra followed by a slightly varied rep
etition of this theme in the solo horn.

The thematic material

of this A section involves a melody which has some aspects of
being a stately dance:
Fig"1.1re 3-9
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This melody is accompanied by a rhythm pattern which, at meas
ure 13, becomes a part of the theme itself:
Figure 3-10

Cc,v

Sot<'D.

This A section is in the highly conventional key of
Ab (sub-dominant to the tonality of the whole concerto), but
yields to D ma.ior in the B section.

The manner in which the

new key is approachect. leads the listener to conclude that he
is to hear this almost as a new piece.

The closing of the

first A section is harmonically identical to the closing of
the movement and the new key is

80

totally removed from the

former tonality of Ab that the contrast between the two sec
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tions at this point could not be greater.

Perhaps the shift

of a tritone is another aspect of Straussian humor.
The B section is essentially a long meandering theme
in the strings which has added to it, occasionally, long
chords in woodwinds and the solo horn.

The theme begins as

follO\'ls:
Figure 3-11
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At measure 50 there occurs a four-measure transition
back to the closing A section.

In this section the horn

starts in immediately with the theme (Figure 3-9) but has as
an accompaniment the string theme from the B section (Figure
3-11).

This contrapuntal writing thus serves to unify the B

and A sections.
Strauss has labeled the third movement a Rondo and a
careful search will

pro~uce

.

a structure of ABACADA o

Each of

these A sections is in the home key of Eb while the other sec
tions are in Eb, Bb~ and Ab, respectively.
The movement opens

\-ri th

the followj.l'ig solo horn state

ment:
Figure 3-12
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It is "interesting to note that strauss has the horn move
through the various tones of a single chord.

The opening

measures of the first movement were similarly constructed.
No doubt he had the limitation (and therefore the idiomatic
sound) of the hand horn in mind as he "/rote these themes.
A more direct comparison between this movement and the open
ing of the first movement can be seen in the oboe solo in
measures 9 - 12 in which the oboe plays a series of dovmward
leaping octaves; this is an inversion of the octaves in
Figure 3-2.
The B section theme is in longer
half note and dotted quarter note.

not~

values of dotted

This more relaxed quality

is reinforced by the woodwinds and strings, with the exceptton
of the first violins, which keep up a moving eighth note fig
ure throughout this section o

By means of this, Strauss a

chieves a partial relaxation of the musical tension in the A
section without

~ompletely

releasing the reins.

The second A section begins with the opening five
notes of the rondo theme (see

Fi~lre

3-12) being used as the

basis of a series of imitative entries tl1roughout the orches
tra and including the solo horn.

Then, Strauss begins a

modulatory transition which prepares the listener both tonally
for the coming key of Bb and psychologically for the develop
mental quality of the C section.

This transition exploits

the descending octave figure heard earlier in solo oboe.
motive is accompanied. by a new ide"a in cello and first horn
(not solo

horn)~which be~ins

as follows:

rChis
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The C section opens with a short melodic motjve in
solo

horn~

Figure J-l1l
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At measure III 3trauss begins the developmental aspect of the
C

section~

First he involves the horn in a series of highly

intricate rhythmical interchanges

TAft

th the strings.,

This 1n

eludes references to the obvious chromatic possibilities con
tained in the second and third measures. of Figure 3-14 and he
borrows the ~ rhythms of the first movement to use in a
different manner in this neVl context
By

combininG~

a

at measure 123, the drive of the four

dotted. quarter notes (see Figure 3-1J.t ) and its chromaticism
with a brief accelerando) Strauss achieves a pounding inten
sity of motion for the main thrust of his "development".
measures 127 - 159 Strauss
this movement in varying

~uxtaposes

~lays.

In

four basic motives of

A reduction of measures 138 _

140 shows these four motives together.,
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Figure 3-15
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b, c, and d in Figure 3-15 are easily

recognized as fragments of ideas scattered throughout the
earlier parts of this rondo.

The developmental quality of

this C section, then, derives not from the pursuit of one idea
in a variety of

gUise~

but in the combining and recombining

of several ideas to produce a constantly varying texture.
The third A section reviews the rondo theme and then

uses motive "b lt from Figure 3-15 to prepare the new key of sec
tion D.

The first four measures of the opening theme of sec

tion D are remarkably similar in rhythm, direction, and con
tour to the cello-horn melody noted 8arlier in Figure 3-13.
Figure 3-16
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This theme is accompanied at various times by motives
a, b, and c from Figure 3-15.
ultra~p~timate

In fact, motJveb appears in the

measure of the horn solo.
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The final A section presents the opening theme (and
particularly motive b of Figure 3-15) in several timbres.

It

ends in a highly chromatic passage out of which the dominant
key (Bb) emerges at the start of the coda.
The coda opens with the solo horn presenting the ma
terial which began the C section.

The coda reviews

~n

quick

succession all the motives presented in the course of the
movement and thus serves not only as the virtuosic finale,
but also as a formal

summation~

Only one final observation need be made G

It is worth

noting that in several places Strauss gives the horns of the
orchestra important solo roles

G

In hearing a.recording of

this work one can easily be confused by this bit of orches
tration.

An example of this auditory trickery occurs in mea

sures 153 - 163 of the first movement.

The solo horn carries

the musical material until measure 161 when the ensemble
first horn breaks in for two measures.

This particular ex

ample shows Strauss' understanding of the needs of a horn
player.

He }las broken up a long and

ta~~ing

solo into two

more manageable sections and he has. given the soloist a two
measure "breather ll •

He accomplishes this, while still main

taining a continuous horn timbre, by usin8 a horn from the
ensemble.

A different example can be found in measures 103 - 10
of the first movement.

In this case Strauss does what could

be described as the musl~al equivalent of the visual art's
t~omne

d1oeil.

He hRs the second horn in the orchestra play

47
the opening theme and the solo horn play the theme with which
the orchestra is working at that point o

If one does not know

the passage, and the horn players match their tone qualities
carefully, the listener can be quickly immersed in a quandary
over which horn is which.

Even in old age, Strauss maintained

his wit.
After listening to both his earliest and.
latest works - the Brahmsian Piano Quartet (1884)
and Violin Sonata (lB87), and those compositions
in which he nostalgically returned to the style
of his youth, notably the concertos for horn and
for oboe (1942, 1945) - it becomes difficult to
remember that between these two periods Strauss
pro~uced music that shocked and outraged the
world of music, and ~ade him one of its.most
provocative figures. 5
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CHAPTER FOUR

SOME COMPARISONS
WITH OTHER SOLO WORKS FOR HORN
Through all of Strauss's works there
runs one prevalent ambition f the desire to find
new ways in which the vocabulary of key-si~na
ture tonality can be augmented without at the
same ti Irle being allowed to d.eteri ora te in to a
state of chromatic immobility.46
Strauss did not compose his horn concertos in a musi
cal vacuum.

There were many precedents in horn literature

to guide him.
comparison.

From among these a few may be extracted for
Certainly an influential body of literature is

to be found in the Four Concertos of Mozart.
Of these Four Concertos, the last three are in Eb
(the First Concerto is in D).
is also in Eb •

The Concert Rondo, K. 371,

This decided lcey preference may have been

an influence on Strauss as both of his concertos are in Eb.
Of these Mozart works, the latter "three are also cast in the
standard three movernen ts.

The First. Concerto lacks a" slo\']

movement and the work as a whole has Geveral compositional
and historical peculiarities connected to it.
Each concerto was intended to be for horn and chamber
orchestra o

This orchestra consisted of strings plus either

two oboes or two clarinets (as upper woodwinds) and either

49
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tl"w bassoons or two horns (as lower \l-JOod\'/inds)..

Strauss

clearly tried to retain much of this intimate sound even
when writing for the larger forces contained in the Second
Concerto.

This can be heard in passa.ges where solo instru

ments appear within the orchestral texture (see Fi8Ure 3-1)
or when solo instruments appear with orchestral accompaniment
(see Figure 3-9) ..
Another Mozartean quality which Strauss used exten
sively in his Second Concerto is the conception of the solo
horn as a 2rimus inter Eares e

When in his Third Concerto

Mozart needed an ensemble horn during the exposition before
the solo horn's entrance, he felt free to use'the solo horn
as a member of the orchestra o 47
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Strauss maintained this freedom in his t:-::,'iting.

cP.

An example

of this may be seen in the previously cited passage where the

ensemble horn provides a breathing place during the solo horn
line.

Another example (Figure 3-6) occurs at a cadence ltlhen

the solo horn is ending a phrase at the same time the first
violins are commanding the listener's attentj.on.

A comparabl

passage in Mozart can be found in the flrst thirty-siX mea
sures of the Fourth Concerto (K.

495)~

.51
The last movements of these Mozart concertos are all
hunting scenes cast

AS

rondos.

This quality can be easily

recognized In the closing movement of Strauss' First Concerto
(see Figure 2-9).

The closest thematic relationship with

Mozart can be found in the Rondo from the Second Concerto

(K 4 417) whose theme opens as follows:
Figure 4-2
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In terms of form or structure, Strauss tends not to

follow Mozart in the first movements since all the Mozart con
certos have modified sonata forms for first

move~ents.

He

also does not follow Mozart in the slow movements since the

latter has used rondo form in the three extant slow movements
Clearly Strauss is after the aura of a Mozart horn
concerto without being obligated to write completely in that
style.

He is trying to present Mozart in terms of either the

late nineteenth century or in the style which Strauss adopted
late in his life.

That he was familiar with these works is

clear from a statement he once made:
But I learned how to play well when I ac
companied him (Franz Strauss) time and time again
in Moznrt's b8autiful horn BQncertos and in Beet
hoven's horn sonatas (sic) .~e
The mention by Strauss of the Beethoven Horn Sonata
(Opus 17) demands some discussion.

The Beethoven Sonata is

similar in Borne ways (except in the·use of piano instead of
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orchestra as the concomitant medium) to the Mozart concertos
Modi fied sonata form in the first
last movement are two

mOV~Flent

similaritie8~

aucl a rondo in the

The slow movement is, in

this sonata, barely a movement at all.

It is more of a large

transition between first and last movements.

In fact, it pro

ceeds attaca into the third movement.
It is this latter Quality which bears on the strauss
concertos.

It has been noted already that in his First Con

certo, the final two movements are connected.

In the Second

Concerto, the first two movements are connected.

Perhaps

Strauss wished to make an allusion to the classic era with
this formal

device~

In terms of key, the B8ethoven Sonata provides no cor
ollary since it is in F.

However, much of the chromaticism

used by Strauss may be derived from possibilities which Beet
hoven had explored in his earlier work.

One must remember

that the horn was a highly limited instrument in Beethoven's
day and the chromatic capabilities were few.

Even in Strauss

.

day, the horn had not been liberated from this image although
the addition of valves, as discussed earlier, had freed the
instrument from many of its limitations.

Surely his famili

arity with the Beethoven sonata helped prepare him to explore
more chromaticism by a solo horn just as Romantic composers
in general were gUided by Beethoven's work into exploring
orchestral resources.
In a letter to his mentor, Hans von

B~low,

Strauss

had proposed a repertoire for some chamher music concerts to
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be presented in Janua~y of 1886. 49

In this repertoire, he

included the Horn Trio (Opus 40) of Johannes Brahms.

Since

Brahms wrote the Trio in 1865, it seems reasonable to assume
that strauss would have been familiar with the work before
he wrote the First Concerto.

After

all~

his father Franz was

a musical reactionary and Brahms was one champion of :conser
vative musicians o

Therefore, just as Richard accompanied his

father in Moz8rt and Beethoven, he likely did the same in
Brahms.
~rom Strauss~point

interesting Nork a
in that

key~

of view, the Brahms Trio is an

It is in Eb and calls for-a horn pitched

From the material Brahms presents it is clear

that he has conceived the work for the sound of a Waldhorn,
even though the Trio is virtually unplayable on that instru
ment.

It has already been noted that Strauss used a similar

device with his Second

Concerto~

By calling for a valveless

horn in the title, a composer can often summon up that sound
from a horn player even though the part clearly requires
valves~

The first movement of the Brahms Trio is in a modified
I'ondo.

Brahms recopnized that material for

toJaldhol~n

never l'fork in the development section of a sonata

would

form~

Therefore, he alternated the woodland theme which opens the
movement with a more intense secondary theme.- The intensity
of this latter section he derived from the piano and the vio
lin while leaving the

hor~

generally with long, held notes.
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The Trio is in four movements o

The middle movements

(a Scherzo and an Adagio) have no bearing on either of the two

Strauss concp-rtos except that they provicled a model for Straus
to use in his use of modulation e

For example, the Scherzo

contains a small ternary which begins in Eb, shifts to B, and
then back to Eb.
minor.

The trio section of the Scherzo is· in a b

While not an exact match, there is a strong similari

ty hetween this Eb to B modulation and the a b to E modulation
which Strauss used in the second movement of the First Concerto o

The closing allegro of the Brahm s Tr10 p rovides an In
teresting use of a theme which one would

expe~t

to find in a

Mozartean rondo~50 This theme.begins as follows:
Figure

4-3
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However, the movement is in sonata

form~

I
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II

Brahms accomplishes

this by having the horn only play the theme when it falls
within the capacity of a hand horn.

Brahms Rlters the theme

in places to make it fit this capacity.

In this manner, he

leaves the developmental and modulatory material to thp- vio
lin and piano.

The horn is present basically to give a hunt

ing atmosphere whereas in the first movement its tone quality
was essential to the themes themselves.
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One obvious work for comparison is a concerto by the
composer's father e

Being a virtuosc horn player in the nine

teenth century, it was only natural for Franz Strauss to have
"lrttten solo vehicles for his own use.

The Concerto for Horn,

Opus 8 (1860) is certainly the most famous of these solo work
It is in C minor and written for valve horn in F o

Franz wrote

a Second Concerto (Opus 14) in Eb b~t this work ~emains in
manuscript ..
The First Concerto is in three movements which are
designed to be played \'1i thout interrnption.

The outer move

ments cover essentially the same material except that the
second he.lf of the last movement is in the parallel major

0

The thematic material of the opening movement con
sists of three ideas which begin in this order:51
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In the last movement, the theme in Figure
a derivation of Figure

4-6

4-5

is omi tted and

is the section which occurs in C

rna,j or.
In terms of key, the relative major-minor relation
ship of Eb and c minor is obvious o

~here are some other simi

larities with Richard's First Concerto.
2-2 and

4-4

The themes of Figure

both occur within the same emotional and psycho

logical framework.

The concertos both begin with a fanfare-

like introduction after which these two themes have the effec
of a sudden calm.
ductions rely on

It might be noted further that both intro

~)

to provide the proper majestic qual

ity.
In the same way, Figures 2-3 and
contrasts with the earlier material.

4-5

provide similar

Fi~ure

4-6

has no count

erpart in the first movement of Richard1s Concerto; however,

there is a corollary relationship with the coda to the closin
Rondo (see Figure 2-12).

In both of these themes, there is

the quality of the "big finish", that is, both themes allowed

the soloists to close their respective concertos with a suit
able virtuoso display.

These two passages demonstrate the

composers' knowledge of horn technique in that the themes

sound virtuosic but are really flot very difficult technically

The slow movement of- the concerto by Franz Strauss is
a ternary design.
ma~or)

It is in Ab (subdominant of the relative

with the middle section being in f minor.

~he

themati

material has the sarne'contrast of lyricism against intensely
strong emotion which characterizes the same

mc~ement

in
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Richard's First Concerto.

The movement closes with a short,

written-out cadenza.
One author has listed eight elements of the mature
style of Richard Strauss. 52

At this point, it is fitting to

see how the concertos fit in with these stylistic character
istics:
1.

Bis melodies have a hugh, arch-like sweep.

20

There is a remarkable richness of coloration
in the harmonies.

J.

Strauss modified traditional forms to fit
the needs of his material.

4.

Strauss tended to use lavish orchestrations.

)0

Material often appears which seems present
to purposely shock the listener.

6.

He used counterpoint a great deal.

7.

He presented material which tended to con
trast the Itearthy versus the bourgeois".

8.

He used large orchestras. This was due to
the fact that large forces became expected.
of him and because they were available to
him even during World War I.

Some of these qualities have already been noted, such
as the harmonic usage, the modificBtion of form, the orches
trational concerns, and the use of counterpoint.

The·shock

value of musical material is irrelevant to the two Horn Con
certos and to contrast social classes musically does not fit
the function of concerto composition.
The huge sweeping melodic constructions is an issue
which is relevant to the concertos.

An orchestral example of

Strauss' horn writing may be found in Ein Heldenleb en 5J (note
the key is Eb):
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Figur'e 4-7
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Of course, this two-and-one half octave surge is an extreme
example but it shows Strauss' mastery of horn writing.

This

same master produced the long melodic phrases noted above in
Figures 2-2, 2-3, 2-9, 3-2, 3-7, 3-12, and 3-16.

The themes

consist of short patterns strung together to make long melo
dies.

They also generally can be characterized as having a

fairly large range; for example, in Figure 3-12 the solo horn
covers an octave and a half in less than

measures.

t~o

For

an instrument with the reputation of being somewhat unwieldy,
this is a remarkable

~~itinge

One final comparison:
selves there

ar~

between the two concertos them

a number of similarities in form, tonality,

compositional devices, and other concerns of the craft.

How

ever there is one subtle difference which should be noted o
The First Concerto is a work by a young composer who is ex
perimenting with "new wine in old skins n , to use the Biblical
phras8

0

This imparts to the First Concerto a freshness which

spills over into the performance

interpretations~

On the other hand, the Second Concerto, while striving
for the same Neo-classical lightness, is a product of the end
of the master's life.

He knew how to achieve the effects he

'-tanted and t,he sense of experimentation and

II

net'n1.ess II of in
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spiration is absent.

SOIDe passages have a contrived sound

(such as the passage utilizing Figure 3-1); they are too clev

er, too full of the composer's accumulated knowledge and tech
nique.

Nevertheless, it is an interesting work and is a valu

able part of the hornist's repertoire.
I wish to say, quite briefly, the follow
ing: if my works are good and of any importance
for a possible further development of our art r
they will maintain their position in spite of all
positive opposition on the part of the critics,
and in spite of insidious denigration of my artis
tic intentions. If they are worthless, not even
the most gratifying box office success or the most
enthusiasti~4acclamationof the augurs will keep
them alive.)

46Glenn Gould, "Strauss and The Electronic Future,
Saturday Review, 30 May 1964, p. 59.

II

47The musical examples from the Mozart Concertos for
Horn are dra~m from the piano score (Vol. 1807) as published
by G. Schirmer.
48Strauss t "Reminiscences of l'-1y Fa trIer,

II

Pp. 129-130.

49Schuh and Trenner p Correspondence of Hans von B~low
and Richard strauss, p. 20.
50The musical example from the Brahms Horn Trio is
d.rawn from the score as pUblished by International Music
Company ..
51The musical examples from the Franz Strauss First
Concerto are drawn from the piano score as published. by Carl
Fischer, Inc.
5 2Jefferson, p. 47

53Mason, p. 52.

54Richard strauss, Preface to Aus Dem Musikleben DeI'
Gegenwart by Leopold Schmidt as contained in Recollections
and Reflections, p. 22.
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